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smarandache fuzzy algebra - arxiv - come to include the theory of fuzzy algebra and for the past five
decades, several researchers have been working on concepts like fuzzy semigroup, fuzzy groups, fuzzy rings,
fuzzy ideals, fuzzy semirings, fuzzy near-rings and so on. in this book, we study the subject of smarandache
fuzzy algebra. fuzzy logic systems: origin, concepts, and trends - – a degree which is allowed to be a
fuzzy set zthe set-theoretic facet, fl/s, is concerned, in the main, with the theory of fuzzy sets. most of the
mathematical literature on fuzzy logic relates to fl/s zthe relational facet, fl/r, is focused on fuzzy
dependencies, granulation, linguistic variables and fuzzy rule sets. most practical set algebra - cover:layout
1 6/17/2008 11:08 am page 1 - introduction to linear algebra is given. section two gives the basic notions in
bilinear algebra and the final section gives the definition of fuzzy vector spaces. for more about these
concepts, please refer [48, 60]. 1.1 definition of linear algebra and its properties in this section we just recall
the definition of linear algebra and algebras of fuzzy sets - math - coming from universal algebra, power
structures... ray s., the lattice of all idempotent fuzzy subsets of a groupoid, fuzzy sets and systems, 96 (1998)
239-245. f 2(d) of all idempotent fuzzy subsets of a cancellative semigroup d forms a complete lattice results
concerning the set f( d) of all fuzzy subsets of and its substructures f 1(d) and f ... fuzzy closed ideals of balgebras - ijcset - afuzzy aclosed ideals of b-algebras in this section, fuzzy ideal and fuzzy closed ideal of balgebra are defined and some propositions and theorems are presented. in what follows, let x denote a balgebra unless otherwise specified. definition 3.1 let a be a fuzzy set in a b-algebra x. then a p-fuzzy
subalgebra and its properties - theorem:3.3 p – fuzzy subalgebra is a fuzzy coset of the group. proof: let μ
be a fuzzy subgroup of a group g from fuzzy algebra a. to prove that: for any a Є g, a μ is defined by (aμ)x =
μ(a-1x) for every x Є g, also x Є p. consider p – fuzzy subalgebra to prove fuzzy coset, assume that n = 1 then
we use n – ary operation fuzzy set theory-and its applications, fourth edition - fuzzy set theory-and its
applications, fourth edition. ... 15.3.3.4 fuzzy mathematical programming for maintenance scheduling 418
15.3.3.5 scheduling courses, instructors, and classrooms 419 15.3.4 fuzzy set models in inventory control 426
15.3.5 fuzzy sets in marketing 432 anti fuzzy subalgebras and homomorphism of ci- algebras - that if µ
and are anti fuzzy ideals in a ci – algebra x, then µ x is an anti fuzzy ideal in x x x and few more results in
cartesian product. keywords ci-algebra, fuzzy ideal, anti fuzzy ideal,fuzzy sub algebra , anti fuzzy sub algebra,
homomorphism, anti homomorphism, cartesian products. ams subject classification (2000): 20n25, 03e72,
fuzzy sub implicative ideals of ku-algebras - investigate some related properties. we give conditions for a
fuzzy ideal to be a fuzzy sub-implicative (sub-commutative) ideal. we show that any fuzzy sub-implicative (subcommutative) ideal is a fuzzy ideal, but the converse is not true. using a level set of a fuzzy set in a ku-algebra;
we give a characterization of a fuzzy fuzzy systems - fuzzy set theory - fuzzy systems fuzzy set theory prof.
dr. rudolf kruse christian moewes {kruse,cmoewes}@iws.uni-magdeburg otto-von-guericke university of
magdeburg faculty of computer science department of knowledge processing and language engineering r.
kruse, c. moewes fs – fuzzy set theory lecture 2 p-fuzzy algebra with congruence class - ijsrp - p-fuzzy
algebra with congruence class grmala1, s. priyadarshini 2 * professor, pg and research, department of
mathematics, kunthavai nachiar government arts college (w) autonomous, thanjavur. ** assistant professor,
department of mathematics and statistics, j.j college of arts and science, pudukkottai. fuzzy de morgan
algebra - mragheb - fuzzy binary operations the following binary operations are defined over a fuzzy algebra:
c a b union c=a b, c=aor b, intersection c=a b,c=aandb, complementation a, 1 c a b a p p p p p p pp (10)
axioms of fuzzy logic and fuzzy algebra the axioms, laws or postulates of a fuzzy algebra are similar to those of
a boolean algebra. fuzzy sub algebras and fuzzy k-ideals in ink-algebras - realized as a level sub algebra
of some fuzzy subalgebra of x. proof. let be a sub algebra of a given ink-algebra x and let be a fuzzy set in x de
ned by: (x) = ft and 0 ,if x 2 a where, t 2 (0; 1) is xed. it is clear that t = a. now we will prove that ,such de ned
is a fuzzy subalgebra of x. let x;y 2 x: if x;y 2 a then also x y 2 a. fuzzy derivations ku-ideals on kualgebras - 7 3.fuzzy derivations ku- ideals of ku-algebras in this section, we will discuss and investigate a new
notion called fuzzy- left derivations ku - ideals of ku - algebras and study several basic properties which are
related to fuzzy
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